1 PREPARATION

Unpacking Your P-touch Labeler
Check that the package contains the following before using your P-touch labeler.
- PT-1830 labeler
- AC adapter (AD-30)
- Batteries (6 AA)
- Carrying case CC3000
- English User's Guide
- CD-ROM

2 OPERATION

Keyboard & LCD
- Upper/Bottom Line
- Switching Upper Case/Lower Case
- Entering Symbols
- Entering Accented Characters
- Switching Accented Characters
- Changing the display language
- Setting the print quality
- Auto Format
- Label Length
- Template
- Interface
- Setting [Font]
- Setting [Page Format]

3 PRINTING LABELS

Text Preview
You can see what the label looks like before actually printing it.

Print
- Do not use a label to print the following; it will damage the printer.

FEEDING (TAPE FEED)
- To cut off a label, push the tape cutter lever on the upper-left corner of the label cutter head.

4 COMPLETED LABELS

Memory (Favorites)
You can store your favorite labels and quickly recall them at any time.

To Print:
Select the label and print it.

FUNCTION SHORTCUTS
In addition to the basic steps to search for a function, the PT-1830 provides you with function shortcuts so you can easily jump to a frequently used function by pressing the shortcut key.